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Abstract
The paper describes the NLPR speech synthesis system entry
for Blizzard Challenge 2020. More than 9 hours of speech data
from an news anchor and 3 hours of speech from one native
Shanghainese speaker are adopted as training data for building
system this year. Our speech synthesis system is built based on
the multi-speaker end-to-end speech synthesis system. LPCNet
based neural vocoder is adapted to improve the quality. Differ-
ent from our previous system, some improvements about data
pruning and speaker adaptation strategies were made to improve
the stability of our system. In this paper, the whole system struc-
ture, data pruning method, and the duration control will be in-
troduced and discussed. In addition, this competition includes
two tasks of Mandarin and Shanghainese, and we will intro-
duce the important parts of each topic respectively. Finally, the
results of listening test are presented.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, LPCNet, end-to-end, Blizzard
Challenge 2020

1. Instruction
This paper describes details about our seventh entry speech syn-
thesis for Blizzard Challenge. The task of this year is to build
a voice from the provided data, suitable for expressive text-to-
speech (TTS) from plain text input. Mandarin Chinese speaker
collected from news anchor is full of expressiveness. The cor-
pus contains some colloquial scenes, which brings some diffi-
culties to the model training task. In addition, there is no mature
front-end tool in Shanghai dialect, which is also a difficulty in
the task of synthesizing Shanghainese.

End-to-end speech synthesis has made great progress in
recent years and achieved state-of-art performance [1, 2, 3].
The single-speaker speech synthesis system has achieved results
comparable to human pronunciation. The interests in style con-
trol and speaker adaptation speech synthesis with limited cor-
pus keep rising. Recently, there have been many studies in this
topic, such as transferring prosody and speaking style within
or cross speakers based on end-to-end speech synthesis model
[4, 5, 6].

In general, there are mainly two aspects on speaker adap-
tive training methods. One aspect is the speaking style repre-
sentations, which is the one of inputs in the system. The meth-
ods mainly used fixed global speaker style representations for
speaker recognition, such as i-vectors [7], d-vector [8]. It is
not optimal for the multi-speaker speech synthesis and adapta-
tion task. Therefore, methods [9, 10] that extracted trainable
speaker representations from waveform were proposed in the
statistic parametric TTS framework. In the end-to-end TTS
framework, [2, 11] use trainable speaker embeddings for multi-
speaker speech synthesis. Besides, in [5], a method that learn-
ing a latent embedding space of prosody is proposed to be used

as as extension to the Tacotron-based TTS architecture. Another
aspect is vocoder, which is the output of the system. Speaker de-
pendent layers with vocoder STRAIGHT [12], WORLD [13] is
applied in the conventional statistical parametric speech synthe-
sis method. And the speaker embedding information was also
applied in the neural network based vocoder like WaveNet [14],
SampleRNN [15] in the voice conversion tasks [15, 16, 17, 18].

To select a vocoder which is suitable for adaptative train-
ing and online system. Recent research work [19] reported
that LPCNet could achieved higher quality than WaveRNN [20]
with the same network size. LPCNet speech synthesis is achiev-
able with a complexity under 3 GFLOPS. Therefore, we use
LPCNet neural vocoder as a replacement for Griffin-Lim audio
generation. And we used the trainable speaker embedding from
Tacotron to do an adaptative training on LPCNET.

Considering the low quality of provided recording, we use
the following strategies to improve the performance of our sys-
tem. Firstly, we use a data pruning model to automatically se-
lect the unmatching data pairs, which improves the efficiency
of manual checking process and shorts the time on the database
building. Combining with manual checking, the performance
of our submitted final system is improved significantly. Sec-
ondly, we add phone duration predicting model to control the
speech generation by Tacotron, which prevents the speed is too
high. It improves the intelligibility and rhythm of synthetic
speech. Thirdly, we use bandwith expansion technologies by
adding different style embeddings to further improve the qual-
ity of synthetic speech based on our own external data. Fourthly,
the adaptative LPCNet is adopted to further improve the quality
of synthetic speech.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes the overview of our methods. Section 3 presents details
about the database processing and phone duration model. The
results and analysis are presented in section 4. The conclusions
and future work are presented in section 5.

2. System Overview
The whole network consists of two components, which is shown
in the Figure 1. We add speaker identity information on the ba-
sis of Tacotron proposed in [20] to train a multi-speaker speech
synthesis system. In the acoustic model part, we follow a modi-
fied scheme based on [11] to model multiple speakers. For each
speaker in the dataset, a speaker embedding vector is initialized
with Glorot [21] initialization. We form the separate speaker
embeddings. For each step of the training process, the speaker
embeddings would be updated. For each example, we concate-
nate the d-dimensional speaker embedding to encoder, decoder
and attention of the Tacotron. In the neural vocoder part, we
deploy the LPCNet, which significantly improve the efficiency
of speech synthesis and remain high quality. In the frame rate
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Figure 1: An overview of our system.

network of LPCNet, we combine the trainable speaker embed-
dings from Tacotron with the output of convolution layer and
the acoustic features that Tacotron predict.

2.1. Mandarin Database Processing

The database of this year task is a challenge. Firstly, the speed
of the talking speaker is high, which makes it hard for man-
ual segmentation. We use an ASR model and silence detec-
tion model to automatic segmentation of the provided data. But
there are still a lot of mistakes in the corpus. We use the forced
alignment by the ASR technologies to further check the match-
ing between the audio and the text. Furthermore, we also use a
trained model to eliminate the unmatching audio-text data pairs.
The model can the find the mistakes of the text more thoroughly
than the forced alignment by ASR. Due to the low quality of the
provided corpus, we also use external data to improve the per-
formance of submitted system. The external data could improve
the stability and quality of our system. All the data is processed
by the same technologies and checked by annotator.

2.2. Shanghainese Database Processing

In the Shanghaiese task, we build a front-end system suitable
for Shanghainese based on Wuyu phonemes in Table 2. The
phoneme labeling constructed by this method is more in line
with the actual pronunciation rules of Shanghainese.

Figure 2: BLSTM based phone duration predition in our system.

Table 1: Composition of external Mandarin database
(M=Male; F= Female)

Sentence number Training Validation Test Speaker
Large set 9,000×8 500×8 500×8 2 M 6 F
Small set 900×4 50×4 50×4 1 M 3 F
Total 75,600 4200 4200 3 M 9 F

2.3. Phone Duration Modeling

The prosody in the provided database is not very well, thus we
use external data to train a duration model separately. The dura-
tion model is added to the input of end-to-end system by com-
bining the word embedding and duration embedding together
to control the prosody output to adapt different styles. In these
tasks, its powerful sequence modeling has been proved. Here,
we consider duration modeling at the phone level, for the audio-
book data. BLSTM based duration method with outlier removal
is shown in Figure 2. It is a general framework, which is easy to
be replaced by other neural network modules. We will present
some important details of duration model below.

In duration data preparation part, force alignment is used at
the phone level after conventional HMM training. This step is
to segment each utterance into a sequence of shorter and sim-
ple speech units, thus each unit can be modelled independently
in subsequent steps. Unlike the decision tree, BLSTM can only
handle numeric features, thus it is necessary to encode all nomi-
nal features to be numeric values. Normalization is immediately
carried out to transfer feature values into a limited interval.

3. System Building
In the inference, we just need to specify the initial length which
is usually the max length of frames. Then after given a text
sequence and mask sequences of frames, the decoder1 module
will predict the coarse acoustic features and stop tokens. We
mask the additional information of coarse acoustic features with
the information of the stop token to input to decoder2. After
decoder2, we can get final predicted features.

3.1. Speech database

The mandarin database is an estimated 9.5 hours of speech from
one native Mandarin Chinese speaker collected from the news
program for the Blizzard Challenge 2020. Although it is the
voice of the news broadcast, but the host’s speaking style is very
distinctive. The Shanghai database is about 3 hours of speech
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Table 2: Wuyu phonemes list.

a iU ts\
A i@U ts
o y{ tsh
@U yE ts‘
@ ua ts‘h
e uA ts\h
7 u@ x
U ue f
u uo s
i :\i s‘
i\ r\‘ s\
i‘ :n m
y N n
AU p l
ia ph z‘
ia t w
iAU th j
ie k
iE kh

from one native Shanghainese speaker.
We also build a multi-speaker speech synthesis system by

adding external database. The composition of the external Man-
darin database is shown in the Table 1. All the wav files are sam-
pled at 24kHz. In this work, we limit the input of the synthe-
sis to just 22 features: The 20-dims Bark-scale cepstral coeffi-
cients, and 2 pitch parameters (period, correlation) are extracted
directly from recorded speech samples. The cepstrum uses the
same band layout as [22] and the pitch estimator is based on an
open-loop cross-correlation search. The input text is processed
by our G2P frontend to transform to the phone sequences with
tone in vowel.

3.2. System Building

For the Tacotron training, we set output layer reduction factor
r=2 . We use the Adam optimizer [23] with learning rate de-
cay, which starts from 0.001 and is reduced to 0.0005, 0.0003,
and 0.0001 after 500K, 1M and 2M global steps, respectively.
The post-processing net is discarded. We use a simple loss for
seq2seq decoder, which is the acoustic loss. Besides, the “stop
token” prediction [1] is used to allow the model to stop dynam-
ically, which is the stop token loss. The combined cost is the
sum of PIP loss, acoustic loss and stop token loss with equal
weights. For the Tacotron adaptation, the learning rate is set to
0.0001. After about 600K global steps, there are about 2-3K
global steps for adaptative training. For the LPCNet training,
the network was trained for 120 epochs, with a batch size of
64, each sequence consisting of 15 10-ms frames. We use the
AMSGrad [24] optimization method (Adam variant) with a step
size α = α0/(1 + δ × b) where α0 = 0.001, δ = 5× 10(−5),
and b is the batch number. For the LPCNet adaptation, there
are about 10 epochs for adaptative training. Our proposed sys-
tem consists two parts: Acoustic model based on Tacotron, neu-
ral vocoder based on LPCNet. Therefore, we have following
groups of baseline systems.

• Taco Baseline1 (Mono-Taco) The basic structure is sim-
ilar as Tacotron 2 , only provided data is used to bulid a
mono speaker speech synthesis system.

• Taco Baseline2 (Multi-Taco-1) The basic structure is

Table 3: Abbreviations for Acoustic model + Vocoder

WORLD LPCNet
Mono-Taco M-T-W M-T-L
Multi-Taco-1 T-1-W T-1-L
Multi-Taco-2 T-2-W T-2-L
Multi-Taco-Cleaned T-C-W T-C-L
Multi-Taco-Duration T-D-W T-D-L

Table 4: Preference scores on quality of synthetic speech

System
A

Scores
A(%)

Scores
Neutral(%)

Scores
B(%)

System
B

T-1-W 14.67 16.98 68.35 T-2-L
T-2-W 11.67 13.73 74.6 T-1-L
T-1-W 40.45 25.82 33.73 T-2-W
T-1-L 36.42 29.94 33.64 T-2-L

similar as Tacotron 1, which has a post-processing net
after decoder layer. We replace the spectral magnitude
to the vocoder parameters for WORLD or LPCNet. And
we add stop prediction and speaker embeddings.

• Taco Baseline3 (Multi-Taco-2) Compared with Taco
Baseline 1, The post-processing net is discarded just like
our proposed method. Only one speaker embedding is
deployed to train together with Tacotron.

To compare the performance of vocoders, we set WORLD and
LPCNet as two baselines.The following Table 3 is the abbrevi-
ations for several acoustic model + vocoder combinations.

4. Experiments and evaluation
To evaluate our proposed method, we conduct an evaluation to
validate the effectiveness of the our submitted system.

4.1. Quality

We first compare different vocoders and different Tacotron. By
observing the preference scores of subjective evaluations in the
Table 4, it is worth noticing that the LPCNet can significantly
improve the quality of synthetic speech. Besides, the Tacotron
with post-processing net can not improve the quality of syn-
thetic speech significantly. The dimensionality of acoustic fea-
tures for LPCNet is 22, while the dimensionality of acoustic
features for WORLD is 187. The discard of post-processing net
and decreasing the dimensionality of predicting acoustic fea-
tures can reduce the complexity of Tacotron model. Therefore,
in the following sections we mainly concentrate on Tacotron 2
structure.

4.2. Naturalness

By observing the preference scores of subjective evaluations in
the Table 5, it is worth noticing that by using model to clean
the database and adding the duration control can improve the
performance of the submitted system.

4.3. Similarity

By observing the preference scores of subjective evaluations in
the Table 6, it is worth noticing that the deployment of LPCNet
can improve the similarity of synthetic speech. By using adap-
tative training on the LPCNet, the neural vocoder can be more
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Table 5: Preference scores on naturalness of synthetic speech

System
A

Scores
A(%)

Scores
Neutral(%)

Scores
B(%)

System
B

T-C-L 48.93 13.26 37.81 T-2-L
T-D-L 62.48 17.14 20.38 T-2-L
T-D-L 52.69 8.94 38.37 T-C-L

Table 6: Preference scores on similarity of synthetic speech

System
A

Scores
A(%)

Scores
Neutral(%)

Scores
B(%)

System
B

T-C-L 53.62 6.94 39.44 T-C-W
T-D-L 58.73 12.75 28.52 T-D-W

suitable for the target speaker.

4.4. Evaluation results

We conduct Mean Opinion Score(MOS) listening test for natu-
ralness and similarity of speech. 20 listeners participated in the
evaluation. In each experimental group, 20 parallel sentences
are selected randomly from testing sets of each system. The re-
sults are shown in Figure 3 and indentity of our system is C. For
all these evaluation (naturalness, similarity) results, our system
only ranks average level.

4.5. Discussion of the results

From the result of evaluation, there is still a gap between our
system to the top one. There are many reasons leading to this
results. And the mainly one is that LPCNet neural vocoder we
used had a large gap with WaveNet on the quality. The big
background noise produced by the LPCNet lead to a significant
influence on the perception, which leads to a low scores on the
MOS results. These results reminder us there are still many
works need to be done, especially on improving the quality of
the synthetic speech.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, the multi-speaker end-to-end speech synthesis sys-
tem built for Blizzard Challenge 2020 by NLPR is introduced.
There are several improvements from our previous Challenge
system. The first one is the use of end-to-end system. The
second one is the use of data pruning and speaker adaptation
strategies. The final one is the duration control approaches. The
internal evaluation results show that the effectiveness of these
three techniques. Also, the evaluation results from the Blizzard
Challenge committee shows that, the naturalness, similarity of
our system is of average level. Many works need to be done,
especially on improving the quality of the synthetic speech.
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Figure 3: Mean Opinion Scores (ALL Listeners).
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